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Summary

Groundwood pulps made from balsam fir and jack pine were intermediate in strength between those of southern pine and those of spruce. Pulps with very good color can be made with the fresh wood, and energy consumption is about normal. Somewhat duller stone surfaces can and probably should be used for these species than for spruce if optimum strength and energy consumption are to be attained. Jack pine groundwood is probably more pitchy than spruce or balsam fir groundwoods, but the pitch very likely can be controlled by methods such as those in use commercially in making southern pine groundwood.

Introduction

In this report is discussed the experimental groundwood pulping of balsam fir (Abies balsamea) and jack pine (Pinus banksiana) at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory. Some previous work by others is briefly reviewed. Though used for groundwood pulping to some extent, their available supply, particularly in the Lake States, justifies consideration for greater utilization. There is little information in the recent groundwood pulping literature on them. The experiments reported here were made to evaluate them by more modern standards.

Balsam fir has long been used for making groundwood and sulfite pulps. For groundwood, it is generally used with spruce, in proportions that vary according to several factors, which may include its cost compared to spruce and other softwoods or as compared with other available softwoods for particular uses.
Thickens (10)² reported making, from green balsam fir, groundwood of good quality that was as light or lighter in color than that made from spruce. The seasoned wood may, he pointed out, contain decay and insects and also be difficult to make into groundwood that will not contain many shives and be somewhat soft. The lower density of the balsam fir was said to result in proportionately lower yield per cord than spruce.

In recent years balsam fir has become more highly regarded for groundwood pulping. The pulp imparts softness to paper and improves its printing qualities (6). TAPPI surveys (7) have shown that balsam fir is widely used for the production of groundwood pulp. In 1945 about two-thirds of the 49 reporting mills were using some balsam fir; with the proportions within mills ranging to as high as 75 percent of the wood used to make groundwood pulp. Of the total amount of wood used for groundwood pulp, however, spruce leads balsam fir by a wide margin.

The consensus appears to be that balsam fir produces groundwood of good quality and very good color but with strength properties somewhat lower than those of spruce. The yield per cord of balsam fir is less than for spruce because of its lower density and, unless the cost per cord is at least proportionately lower, it may not be economical to use.

Jack pine has been used for groundwood pulping in proportionately small amounts for many years, although the supplies in some areas would permit considerably greater use. Thickens (9, 10) found that jack pine groundwood had a somewhat softer texture than spruce groundwood and also that greater care and control of the process was necessary in grinding jack pine. He produced a good groundwood from jack pine by using a dull stone surface that resulted, however, in somewhat higher than normal consumption of energy. Newsprint made with the jack pine groundwood in the furnish had, under commercial conditions, the strength, finish, and appearance of standard newsprint. The color of jack pine groundwood was said to be slightly darker than that of spruce.

Paterson (4) reported that jack pine groundwood is coarser than spruce groundwood made under the same conditions, and that its strength is lower at the same freeness. To obtain groundwood of minimum coarseness and acceptable strength, a duller stone surface and lower grinding pressure should be used than for spruce. Higher energy consumption was believed necessary for grinding jack pine than for spruce.

Running (5) claimed that best results are obtained with green jack pine, although groundwood of satisfactory quality can be obtained from seasoned wood if ground at lower consistency and temperature than for spruce. The principal effect, in his opinion, of using jack pine groundwood in place of spruce groundwood appeared to be lower paper strength, and pitch trouble was said to develop on the paper machine if more than 15 percent of jack pine groundwood were used in the newsprint furnish.

There have been periodic efforts for years in eastern Canada to use jack pine for newsprint groundwood (6) without much success in increasing its use. The

²Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to literature cited at the end of this report.
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papermaking properties of jack pine groundwood were considered to be less satisfactory than those of spruce, and its heartwood caused the pulp to be darker colored and gave pitch trouble.

In 1945, according to the TAPPI survey (7), one fourth of the 49 reporting mills were using some jack pine, the proportions in a given mill ranging up to about 33 percent of the wood used for groundwood.

Jack pine, therefore, has not found ready acceptance for groundwood pulping because, compared to spruce, it is claimed to produce a weaker and darker colored pulp and tends to give pitch trouble on the paper machine.

Wood Used in Experiments

The pulpwood used in these experiments was considered fairly representative of the material available in the Lake States region. The balsam fir was cut in Wisconsin and was well seasoned when received at the Laboratory, having a moisture content of about 14 percent. It had an average diameter of 5.3 inches, a growth rate of 12 rings per inch, and a density of 21 pounds per cubic foot, based on its weight when moisture free and volume when green.

The jack pine consisted of two lots, one well seasoned and the other green. They were quite comparable in physical properties, having an average diameter of 6.0 inches, a rate of growth of 8 rings per inch, heartwood content of 14 percent by volume, and a density of 25 pounds per cubic foot.

Equipment and Procedure

The experimental groundwood pulps were made on the Laboratory's 3-pocket grinder, which for these experiments, was equipped with a natural sandstone pulpstone 54 inches in diameter and 8 inches wide. The stone had been burr-ed with a 10-cut, 1-1/2-inch-lead, spiral burr and then conditioned by grinding other wood before starting the experiments. The stone surface was between medium dull and dull and was considered suitable for grinding these species although too dull for grinding spruce.

All pulps for testing were screened on an 8-cut plate and then thickened on a suction filter.

Balsam Fir

A series of grinder runs was made on the air-dry balsam fir as received at 14 percent moisture content and also on the wood after it was remoistened by pressure impregnation to about the moisture content of green wood. In each series the grinding pressure was varied to produce pulps within a range of properties.
Jack Pine

Included in a total of 10 grinder runs on jack pine was a series of 3 using seasoned jack pine that had been remoistened. Also, 4 grinder runs were made using green wood on stone surfaces of 2 different degrees of sharpness. Finally, a series of 3 runs was made on wood after it had seasoned for a year, thus reducing its moisture content to about 25 percent.

Discussion of Results

Balsam Fir

Groundwood pulps of good strength properties were obtained from balsam fir. The wood of higher moisture content gave the better results. Compared with spruce groundwood pulps made experimentally, the balsam fir pulps were somewhat lower in tearing strength but only slightly lower in bursting and tensile strength. Energy consumption was comparable with that for spruce. The color of balsam fir groundwood is generally considered entirely satisfactory and comparable to that of spruce. The wood for these experiments was well seasoned and consequently had darkened slightly, but still produced pulps of acceptable although slightly lower than optimum brightness.

The wood of low moisture content when ground at low pressure (run No. 1,201, table 1) produced pulp of good strength at moderate consumption of energy (66 horsepower-days per ton) although with lower freeness (65 milliliter) than is desired for some purposes. Pulps of higher freeness were readily obtained by increasing the grinding pressure, which reduced energy consumption but also lowered the strength.

Pulps made from the remoistened wood were appreciably higher in freeness than those made from the drier wood, as was to be expected. Moreover, they were stronger when compared on the basis of the same freeness or energy consumption, and were also longer fibered.

The generally favorable strength properties obtained with balsam fir may be due to the use of stone surface conditions that were suitable for balsam fir but that would be too dull for grinding spruce. The sharper surfaces needed for spruce, on the other hand, would be too sharp to produce the best pulps from balsam fir. In grinding spruce and balsam fir, the best results would obviously be obtained by using separate stones for each species.

Jack Pine

Jack pine pulps of good strength were produced at moderate consumption of energy. The strength properties were generally slightly lower than those of balsam fir groundwood of comparable freeness, and energy consumption was slightly higher. Compared with spruce groundwood, their strength was of course somewhat lower. The brightness of pulps made from the fresh, green wood was good, being about 61 percent (runs Nos. 1,155 and 1,156, table 1). The brightness of pulps made
with wood that had been stored for varying intervals of time was lower than that of pulps made from green wood because of the presence of stain, which develops rapidly in the pines.

The quality of groundwood pulp depends upon grinding conditions and also on wood moisture content as the data show. The duller stone surface is preferred, as is also wood of high moisture content. The dry wood that had been re-moistened seemed to yield pulps as strong as those of the green wood, but appreciably lower in brightness. Remoistening of wood in 4-foot lengths, however, would require a long period of soaking or the use of pressure impregnation.

**Pitch in Jack Pine**

Pitch difficulties were not evident in the grinding experiments. However, pitch generally gives more trouble in papermaking than in grinding. Empirical tests give an indication of the amount of troublesome pitch that a pulp contains (1, 2). A test on groundwood made from fresh jack pine indicated the amount of pitch to be at about the level where difficulty in papermachine operation begins. Several methods of controlling pitch have been suggested and apparently successfully used. In the manufacture of newsprint from southern pine groundwood, alum and pH control is being used in one mill (3) while another proposes the use of alum and caustic soda to control pH in the grinder (2). Bentonite clay is claimed to be effective in controlling pitch in sulfite pulp during the papermaking (1) and might also be effective for controlling pitch in groundwood pulp. Seasoning of wood has often been used as an aid to reducing pitchiness; but, if the moisture content of the wood is reduced too much, the quality of the groundwood will also be reduced.

While it may be true, therefore, that jack pine gives more pitch trouble than spruce or balsam fir, this alone should not prevent wider use of jack pine, since effective means of pitch control are available.

**Conclusions**

The data in the Forest Products Laboratory experiments here reported indicate that groundwood pulps of good quality can be obtained from either balsam fir or jack pine at about normal consumption of energy.

The strength of pulps from these species is somewhat lower than that of spruce groundwood but is as high or higher than that of southern pine groundwood, and hence well within the usable range.

For optimum results, these species should be ground at a high moisture content and, preferably, separately from spruce, since they do not require stone surfaces as sharp as spruce does to produce pulps of equivalent freeness.

The color of pulps from fresh wood is excellent for balsam fir and also very good for jack pine, provided the proportion of heartwood is low.
Although jack pine is probably more pitchy than spruce or balsam fir, this factor alone should not limit its use for groundwood pulping, since apparently effective methods of controlling pitch are available.
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| Table 1. -- Groundwood pulping of balsam fir and jack pine |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Grinder:       | Wood : Stone :  | Grinding data: |
| run : moisture: | Surface :       | :Properties of pulp suspension : |
| number:         | content:condition:Pressure:Grinding: | :Properties of pulp test sheets: |
| rate : ion stone: | rate : ion stone: | :Energy : %Freeene : Screen analysis : |
| 1,150 : 60 : Dull : 30 : 1.45 : 67 : 32.4 : 11.5 : 35.4 : .33 : .64 : 2,250 : .36 : 54.9 |
| 1,195 : 60 : Medium : 50 : 2.05 : 48 : 128 : 8.2 : 33.0 : .15 : .47 : 1,440 : .42 : 45.9 |

1 A natural sandstone pulps were used that had been burned with a 10 by 1-1/2 hr. run, and then conditioned by grinding other wood 3 and
12 hrs. to produce respectively the medium and duff stone surface conditions. Conditions common to all runs: peripheral
speed 3,120 feet per minute, pit temperature 150°F to 160°F, and consistency 3 to 4 percent. Three pockets were in use simulta-
nceously except in runs No. 1,195 and No. 1,198 in which 2 pockets were used.
2 Basis weight of test sheets was 115 pounds per ream of 500 sheets, 25 by 40 inches.
3 Moisture-free wood per 24 hours per square foot of wood-stone contact area.
4 Net energy (corrected for motor efficiency and transmission losses) per ton of moisture-free wood ground.
5 Each set of values represents the average of several experimental pulps.
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SUBJECT LISTS OF PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY THE

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY

The following are obtainable free on request from the Director, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison 5, Wisconsin:

| List of publications on Box and Crate Construction and Packaging Data | List of publications on Fire Protection |
| List of publications on Chemistry of Wood and Derived Products | List of publications on Logging, Milling, and Utilization of Timber Products |
| List of publications on Fungus Defects in Forest Products and Decay in Trees | List of publications on Pulp and Paper |
| List of publications on Glue, Glued Products, and Veneer | List of publications on Seasoning of Wood |
| List of publications on Growth, Structure, and Identification of Wood | List of publications on Structural Sandwich, Plastic Laminates, and Wood-Base Aircraft Components |
| List of publications on Mechanical Properties and Structural Uses of Wood and Wood Products | List of publications on Wood Finishing |
| Partial list of publications for Architects, Builders, Engineers, and Retail Lumbermen | Partial list of publications for Furniture Manufacturers, Woodworkers and Teachers of Woodshop Practice |

Note: Since Forest Products Laboratory publications are so varied in subject no single list is issued. Instead a list is made up for each Laboratory division. Twice a year, December 31 and June 30, a list is made up showing new reports for the previous six months. This is the only item sent regularly to the Laboratory's mailing list. Anyone who has asked for and received the proper subject lists and who has had his name placed on the mailing list can keep up to date on Forest Products Laboratory publications. Each subject list carries descriptions of all other subject lists.